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We establish a new result on the asymptotic integration of linear differential
 .systems of the form y9 s L q R y, where L is diagonal and R is small. More
specifically, we allow for different scales of asymptotic behaviour of the individual
matrix elements of L and R. We also discuss an application to a self-adjoint fourth
order equation. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
There has recently been considerable interest in the asymptotic integra-
tion of differential systems
Y 9 x s A x Y x .  .  .
 w x.see, e.g., 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 . In this paper, we add another wrinkle to this
theory. Our investigations were initiated by studies on spectral theory of
higher order differential operators. In Section 3, we shall discuss such an
example.
One always needs two different types of assumptions: The so-called
dichotomy condition guarantees that the quotient of any two solutions of
 .the unperturbed system Y 9 s diag A Y has a clear-cut asymptotic be-
haviour. The second assumption is a smallness requirement on the off-
diagonal terms of A.
The result we will present here lies, in some sense, between the basic
w x wtheorems of Levinson 2, Theorem 1.3.1 and of Hartman-Wintner 2,
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x w xTheorem 1.5.1 . Somehow similar conditions have been studied in 7 . The
point of our result, however, is that the individual matrix elements are
allowed to behave differently for large x. It is exactly this situation that
occurs naturally in the spectral analysis of higher order differential equa-
tions. We hope to illustrate this with the example in Section 3.
w xThe proof relies on the methods developed in 5 . We will use a series of
 .1 q Q transformations so that, eventually, Levinson's Theorem will be
applicable. However, it will be necessary to treat the remainder row by row
 .by what we will call partial 1 q Q transformations. Moreover, we will
have to pay serious attention to the validity of the dichotomy condition
after the transformation has been carried out.
Asymptotic properties of the solutions of linear differential equations
have also been studied by rather different methods. In fact, one can use
asymptotic expansions at singular points of analytic equations to obtain
w xresults of a similar flavour. We refer the reader to 11 for further details.
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
We consider the system
Y 9 x s L x q R x q S x Y x 1 .  .  .  .  .  .
w ..  .   .. w .with S g L a, ` and L x s diag l x on a, ` . Moreover, we as-1 i
w  .  .xsume that Re l x y l x does not change sign for sufficiently large xi j
and that
ya i jRe l x y l x G Cx 2 .  .  .i j
near infinity with a - 1 and C ) 0. Obviously, a can be replaced byi j i j
 4min a , a , therefore, we may assume that a s a . We will use thei j ji i j ji
notation a s max a .i j, j/ i i j
 .In analogy with Levinson's Theorem, 2 will be referred to as the
dichotomy condition. Finally, we suppose that
r x ? x b i j g L 3 .  .i j p
for some p ) 1, b g R. As usual, we denote the conjugate exponent byi j
 .p9 so 1rp q 1rp9 s 1 .
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that
b G a rp9 4 .i j i
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 .  .for all i, j. Then 1 has solutions of the form e denotes the ith unit ¨ectori
x
y x s e q o 1 exp v t dt .  .  . . Hi i i /a
w x .  ya i.with v y l y r x s o x .i i i i
 .If a s a g 0, 1 , then this theorem ``interpolates'' between the theo-i j
rems of Levinson and of Hartman-Wintner; however, it also treats quite
 .different situations for example, negative a .i j
 .  .  yb i j.COROLLARY 2.2. Assume 2 and r x s O x with b ) a . Theni j i j i
the statement of the theorem holds.
The proofs will be given in Section 4. They will also indicate a method
 .with which the functions v t can be computed.i
3. THE APPLICATION
The following example is designed to make our results less abstract.
Results of the type of the following Theorem 3.1 have been used mainly in
 wdealing with the deficiency indices of differential expressions see 2, Sects.
x .3.10, 3.11 and references cited therein , but they are also most useful for
the spectral analysis of differential operators where rather detailed infor-
mation on the asymptotics of the solutions is needed. In the deficiency
index problem, one ``only'' has to decide whether solutions are square
.integrable . For a more comprehensive treatment of related problems, with
strong emphasis on the implications in spectral theory, we refer the reader
w xto, e.g., 1, 6, 10 .
Consider the self-adjoint fourth order equation
y 4. x q s x y9 x 9 q q x y x s zw x y x 5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
with complex spectral parameter z s k q ie , e / 0. We assume that
s, w ) 0, q - 0 for sufficiently large x and that qsy2 , wrq ª 0 as x ª `.
 w x.  .TIntroducing, as usual cf. 2, 10 , u s y, y9,y y- y sy9, y0 and abbrevi-
 .ating q y zw \ r, we can write 5 as first order system u9 s Au with
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1A s
r 0 0 0 0
0 ys y1 0
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 wWe follow the standard procedure and diagonalize A compare 2,
x.Chap. 3 . The eigenvalues are "m , " m , where1 2
ys " D
2 2’m s , D s s y 4 r . 6 .1r2 2
A corresponding transformation is
1 1 1 1
m ym m ym1 1 2 2
T s . 7 .rrm yrrm rrm yrrm1 1 2 2 02 2 2 2m m m m1 1 2 2
Its inverse is given by
ym2 m ym m2rr 12 1 1 2
2 21 ym ym m m rr 12 1 1 2y1T s . 8 .2 22D m ym m m rr y11 2 1 2 02 2m m ym m rr y11 2 1 2
y1  .Thus we have T AT s diag m , ym , m , ym \ L, and the substitu-1 1 2 2
tion u s T¨ yields
¨ 9 s L q R ¨ 9 .  .
y1 with R s yT T 9 of course, we assume that the coefficients are suffi-
ciently smooth so that the various derivatives occurring in the following
.formulae exist . An unpleasantly lengthy calculation shows
¡ X X Xr 9 m m r1 1X X2 2y3m m q m y ym m q m y1 1 2 1 1 2  / /r m m r1 1
X Xm r 9 r 9 m1 1X X2 2ym m q m y y3m m q m y1 1 2 1 1 21  /  /m r r m1 1R s
X X2D r r
X X X X2m m q 2m m y m m y2m m q 2m m q m m2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2r r
Xr r 9
X X X Xy2m m q 2m m q m m 2m m q 2m m y m m¢ 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2r r
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r 9 r 9 ¦X X X Xy2m m y 2m m q m m 2m m y 2m m y m m1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2r r
r 9 r 9
X X X X2m m y 2m m y m m y2m m y 2m m q m m1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2r r
X X .m r 9 r 9 m2 2X X2 23m m q m y m m q m y2 2 1 2 2 1 /  /m r r m2 2
X Xr 9 m m r 92 2X X2 2m m q m y 3m m q m y2 2 1 2 2 1 § /  /r m m r2 2
10 .
Taking rrs2 ª 0 into account, we can use Taylor expansions to determine
 2 . the asymptotics of R. For instance, we have letting r [ rrs D s s 1 y
 2 ..2 r q O r , and, using this,
m mX s9 r 91 1 s O r q O r , .  .
D s r
m mX s9 r 92 2 s y 1 q O r q O r . .  . .
D s r
 .Evaluating all terms of 10 in this way, we see that the matrix elements of
R can be estimated as
< X < < <C s rs q r 9rr i s 1, 2 . .
< <r F 11 .i j  < < < <C9 s9rs q r r 9rr i s 3, 4 . . .
Similarly, we get that
1r2< < < <Re m G D q rs , .1 1 12 .
< < y3r2Re m G D ws ,2 2
where D , D are positive constants. Note that because both qm and1 2 i
ym are eigenvalues it is not necessary to specify a definite choice of thei
.square root in defining m as long as m is differentiable!i i
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We are now in a position to apply Theorem 2.1. The result will be
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that s, q, w are locally absolutely continuous on
w .a, ` and
s x , w x ) 0, q x - 0 for sufficiently large x , .  .  .
qsy2 , wqy1 ª 0 x ª ` , .
< <1r2 y1r2 yg 1 y3r2 yg 2q s G C x , ws G C x g - 1, C , C ) 0 , .1 2 2 1 2
2 2 2g g g y2 y22 1 1s9rs x , q9rq x , w9rq x , q9s , w9s g L . .  .  . 1
 .Then 5 has solutions of the form
xy1r4 yg 1y x s 1 q o 1 s x r x exp " m t q o t dt , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H1r2 1 /a
x
y3r4 yg 2y x s 1 q o 1 s x exp " m t q o t dt , .  .  .  .  . .  .H3r4 2 /a
 .where m are gi¨ en by 6 .1r2
Proof. First observe that because of wrq, rrs2 ª 0, we can take
 .  .g F g . Using 12 , we see that the system 9 satisfies the dichotomy1 2
 .condition 2 with a s a s g and a s g otherwise. Thus a s34 43 2 i j 1 1
 .  .a s g and a s a s g . To establish 3 and 4 , we use the estimate2 1 3 4 2
 .11 . r r 9rr is integrable; hence these terms can be absorbed by the matrix
 .S from Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, the remaining terms satisfy 3 if we
 .take p s 2 so p9 s 2 and b s g r2 for i s 1, 2 and b s g r2 fori j 1 i j 2
 .  .i s 3, 4 recall g F g ! . Obviously, 4 is also fulfilled, and Theorem 2.1 is1 2
 .applicable. Transforming back to y s T¨ we get the solutions1
x
y x s 1 q o 1 exp v t dt .  .  . . Hi i /a
with
v x s "m x q r x q o xyg 1 , .  .  .  .1r2 1 11
v x s "m x q r x q o xyg 2 , .  .  .  .3r4 2 33
 . where r are the diagonal elements of R from 10 note r s r ,i i 11 22
.r s r . A Taylor expansion shows33 44
1 r 9 s9
r x s y q q h x , .  .11 1 /4 r s
3 s9
r x s y q h x .  .33 24 s
 x  . .  .with h g L , hence exp H h t dt s K q o 1 for some constantsi 1 a i i
K ) 0.i
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The proof also shows that without the possibility of taking ``individual''
exponents a , b , we would have to impose the stronger conditionsi j i j
 .2 g 2  .2 g 2q9rq x , w9rq x g L . In fact, it was our main goal in this section1
to illustrate this point one should not get lost in the admittedly rather
.tedious computations .
Finally, we mention a consequence of Theorem 3.1; for the functional
w xanalytic background, please consult 12 .
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the subspace of
 . ` < < 2solutions y of 5 with H w y - ` is two-dimensional for non-real z or,a
 .  .equi¨ alently, the deficiency indices of the operator associated to 5 are 2, 2 .
The proof uses only Theorem 3.1 and some standard arguments com-
w x.pare, e.g., 3, Sect. 6 and will therefore be omitted.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
In the proof, we will use transformations of the independent variable of
the type
x ª u s x1yg g - 1 . 13 .  .
w .Since x ª u defines a bijection from 1, ` onto itself, all quantities may
be viewed either as functions of x or as functions of u. The usefulness of
 .13 relies on the following observations. Firstly, if Y is differentiated with
 .respect to u, then it satisfies again an equation of the form 1 :
dY xg dY xg Ä Ä Äs s L q R q S Y s L q R q S Y . .  .
du 1 y g dx 1 y g
Ä Ä  .  .Moreover, the transformed matrices L, R still satisfy 2 and 3 , but with
new exponents
a y g b y grp9i j i jÄa s , b s .Äi j i j1 y g 1 y g
Ä .Here, one has to be careful with the interpreation of 3 . Since R is
Äb i j .  . w . .thought of as a function of u, 3 means r u ? u g L 1, ` , du .Äi j p
Ä w . .  .Similarly, we have S g L 1, ` , du . The condition 4 also holds for1
Äa , b .Äi j i j
Secondly, a finite number of these transformations obviously has the
same effect as one such transformation with an appropriate g .
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Thirdly, as we shall show more explicitly at the end of this Section, it
suffices to reach the Levinson form for the transformed system.
 .  w x.  .With the transformation Y s 1 q Q Z compare 2, 5 , 1 becomes
y1Z9 s L q 1 q Q LQ y QL q R y Q9 q RQ .  .
y1q 1 q Q S 1 q Q Z. 14 .  .  .
 .In order to transform 1 to a form where Levinson's Theorem is applica-
ble, we will thus have to consider matrices Q satisfying the equations
qX s LQ y QL q R s l y l q q r . 15 .  . .i ji j i j i j i j
 .  .The solution of 15 which is small at infinity is formally given by
`
m x .ym t . yaq x s y e r t dt if Re l G Cx , .  .H
x
x
m x .ym t . yaq x s e r t dt if Re l F yCx . .  .H
a
Here we have deleted the indices and written l and m for l y l andi j
x  .H l t dt.a
First, we investigate under what conditions Q is indeed small:
 . 1ya  .LEMMA 4.1. Let n x s Dx D ) 0, a - 1 . Then the integral opera-
tors
`
g n  x .yn  t . ybT f x s x e t f t dt .  .  .H1
x
x
g n  t .yn  x . ybT f x s x e t f t dt .  .  .H2
a
w .. w ..  .  .are bounded from L a, ` to L a, ` 1 - p F s - ` if s g y b qp s i
 .a F 0 i s 1, 2 for some numbers s satisfying s rp9 q s rs s 1. The1r2 1 2
 .result is also true for s s ` if p - ` and p9 g y b q a F 0. Moreo¨er,
 . .T f x ª 0 for x ª ` in this case.i
w xProof. The Schur test of Okikiolu 9, Sect. 4.1 with test functions
 .  .f x s f x s 1 shows that the T are bounded. We omit this standard1 2 i
calculation.
 . .It is obvious that T f x ª 0 if f has compact support. If f g L isi p
arbitrary and if e ) 0 is given, then we can write f s g q h, where g has
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5 5  5 5.  . .compact support and h F er 2 T . We have T g x ª 0 andp i i
5 5 < <T h s ess sup T h x F er2. .  .`i i
aFx-`
 . .Since T h x is continuous in x, the essential supremum is in fact ani
< . . < < . . <ordinary supremum, and thus T h x F er2 for all x. Hence T f xi i
- e if x is large enough.
 . yaWe can now estimate the solution of 15 . If, for instance, Re l G Cx ,
then for x F t
Re m x y m t F n x y n t , .  .  .  . .
<  . < yg  < < b . .hence q x F x T r x x . A similar argument works in the other1
 .case. With s s `, g s 0 we get immediately that q x ª 0. In particular,i j
 .y1  .1 q Q S 1 q Q is in L if S is. Because of Levinson's Theorem, the1
 .asymptotics of 1 are stable with respect to L perturbations. For this1
reason S will denote a general L -term, and, in the sequel, it will be tacitly1
assumed that all L -terms are absorbed by S.1
Next, we need a cut-off result for L -functions:p
LEMMA 4.2. If f g L , then for any d ) 0, a - 1 there exist g g L ,p p
r g L such that1
f x xya r p9 s g x xya r p9 q r x .  .  .
<  . < ya r pand g x F d x .
Proof. Use the transformation u s x1ya and consider
fxya r p9x a s fx ar p s fuar p1ya .. .
This expression is in L , provided the integration is performed withp
respect to u. Now notice that any h g L can be decomposed intop
< <h s h q h , where h g L , h g L and h F 1. Apply this remark to0 1 0 p 1 1 0
y1 a r p1ya ..d fu and then transform back.
 .  .LEMMA 4.3. L q diag R also satifies the dichotomy condition 2 if 4
holds.
 .  . a i r p9Proof. By 3 and 4 , r x g L , thus we can use the precedingi i p
lemma to obtain the decomposition
r s r x a i r p9xya i r p9 s gxya i r p9 q ri i i i
< ya i r p9 <  . ya i   ..with gx F Cr4 x the C is that from 2 and r g L . Hence1
Ä  .  .l s l q r still satifies 2 recall that r is absorbed by S .i i i i
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Lemma 4.3 allows us to absorb the diagonal terms of R by L without
 .affecting the dichotomy condition 2 . This technique has also been used in
w x5 , but there are no considerations analogous to our Lemma 4.3. There-
fore the special case a s b s 0 seems to fill in a minor gap in the proof of
w x5, Theorem, Sect. 3 .
 .In the sequel, we shall use partial 1 q Q transformations, i.e., we shall
 .  .take q as a solution of 15 if i, j g J and q s 0 otherwise for somei j i j
 . 4  . w 1. xsubset J ; i, j : 1 F i, j F n . Writing 14 as Z9 s L q R q S Z with
y11.R s 1 q Q LQ y QL q Q9 q R q RQ , 16 .  .  .
we want to achieve that R1. is, in some sense, ``better'' than R. We first
 .show that, at least, things do not become worse when a partial 1 q Q
transformation is carried out.
LEMMA 4.4. The transformed system again satisfies the hypotheses. In
 .  . 1.particular, 2 and 3 hold with the same a 's, but with new exponents b .i j i j
 . 1.The condition 4 b G a rp9 still holds.i j i
Proof. Notice that
0 i , j g J .
LQ y QL y Q9 q R s . i j  r i , j f J .i j
 .y1 `  .nand write 1 q Q s  yQ as a von Neumann series. Nowns0
we investigate the individual terms building up r 1.. Consider, for in-i j
 n .stance, Q R : this is a sum of terms of the form q q ??? q r .i j i k k k k k k j1 1 2 ny1 n n
 ar p9yb . Lemma 4.1 with s s `, g s b y arp9 shows that q s o x the
. yb k jnindices have been deleted , and, by hypothesis, r g L x . Hence thek j pn
above expression is in L xyg withp
a a ai k k k k k1 1 2 ny1 ng s b y q b y q ??? qb y q bi k k k k k k j1 1 2 ny1 n np9 p9 p9
a ai k k k1 ny1 ns b q y q b q ??? q y q bi k k k k j1 1 2 n /  /p9 p9
a i kG b G .i k1 p9
 .In the first estimate we used a s a together with 4 . The other termsk l lk
are treated similarly.
We shall now develop a strategy that actually improves R. Applying the
 .transformation 13 , we can achieve that min a s 0. Without loss ofi
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generality, we may assume that a s 0. In order to avoid clumsy notations,1
we will denote the independent variable and the exponents again by
Ä .x, a , b instead of u, a , b .Ä
Since b G a rp9, every r is in L xya i r p9, and the L -term is boundedi j i i j p p
 .mod L . We take q as the appropriate solution of 15 for j ) 1 and1 1 j
q s 0 otherwise. Then Lemma 4.1 with s s p, g s b s 0 shows thati j
q g L0 . The superscript 0 or ` indicates that the function converges to 01 j p
or is bounded, respectively. We will now show by induction that a finite
 .number of these partial 1 q Q transformations will reduce the first row
to L .1
my1. `  . my1. ` ya i r p9To this end, suppose that r g L m g N , r g L x1 j pr m i j p
 .  m.i ) 1 . Recall that R denotes the remainder obtained after the mth
0. .  .transformation; obviously, R s R. Then for the partial 1 q Q trans-
formation described above we have the Lemma 4.1, q g L0 . Because1 j pr m
of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, diag Rmy1. can be absorbed by Lmy1. so that we
may assume diag Rmy1. s 0. As in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we now have
to look at the individual matrix elements of QnRmy1. and QnRmy1.Q in
order to study the asymptotics of the new remainder Rm.. The argument is
somewhat simpler here since Q2 s 0. We also have to take into account
` ` `   . 4that by Holder's inequality L ? L g L , where s s max pr m q 1 , 1 .È p pr m s
We omit the details. The result is that the new remainder satisfies
r m. g L` s s max pr m q 1 , 1 , r m. g L` xya i r p9 i ) 1 . 4 .  . .1 j s i j p
The whole procedure based on this statement and on Lemma 4.4 can be
repeated with anothe row, and we will eventually have Rk . g L so that1
we can invoke Levinson's Theorem. More explicitly, we obtain solutions of
the form
u
Z u s e q r u exp v u du , .  .  . . ÄHi i i i /1yga
 .  . 1ygwhere Y s 1 q Q ??? 1 q Q Z and u s x for some g - 1. We havek 1
also used here that we may take any lower bound in the integral because a
change of that number merely amounts to a multiplication of the solution
by a constant. Since all matrices Q used in the proof tend to zero, thei
original solution vector Y has the same asymptotics as Z. Transforming
back to x as the independent variable now yields a solution of the desired
form.
It remains to show the statement on v of Theorem 2.1. To this end,
note that v is obtained from l by adding the diagonal elements of theÄi i
remainders Rm.. Obviously, we start with l q r . Now notice that afteri i i i
the first transformation the diagonal elements of Rm., m G 1, contain at
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least one factor Q, provided that diag Rmy1. has been absorbed by L.
Hence we can repeat the argument of the proof of Lemma 4.3, with Q
 .contributing an additional factor o 1 . Note also that the transformation
 .  .  ya i j.13 does not affect this statement. More precisely, if f x s o x , then
y1 g yaÄ i jÄ  ..  .  .with g from 13 f [ 1 y g x f s o u . This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.1.
 .Proof of the Corollary. Using 13 , we may assume a G 0. Writei j
yb ybqd yd ybqd  .x s x x g L x p ) 1rd and choose d ) 0 sufficientlyp
small so that b y d G a G a rp9. Now the theorem applies.i j i k ik
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We would like to point out the way we have used Lemma 4.1. With
s s ` we see that the transformed system is not worse than the original
one and that, in particular, the dichotomy condition continues to hold with
the same a . But in order to get actual improvements, we then have to
choose s s p.
It is, of course, possible to obtain more detailed information on the v i
in concrete applications by actually carrying out the steps described in the
preceding section. Unfortunately, this procedure can be rather cumber-
some, especially for large p and n. However, the information provided by
Theorem 2.1 may well turn out to be sufficient for many purposes
 .compare Corollary 3.2! .
Here we have used a system of power scales; one can also work with
other, possibly finer scales, as long as one can show a result analogous to
 .  .Lemma 4.1. Above we have assumed in 3 the same p for all pairs i, j .
This can be modified likewise. We can also use columns instead of rows,
i.e., our result holds as well with
ak i
b G i / k .ji p9
 .instead of 4 .
 .Furthermore, it is evident that the full force of 2 is never needed, but
rather the integrated version
x
1ya 1yaRe l s ds G C x y t y K a F t F x - ` . .  .  .H
t
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In this case, Lemma 4.3 can be shown with the help of Holder's inequality:È
x x
ar p9 ya r p9 1ya 1ya< < <r s ds s r s s s ds F K q o x y t . .  .  .H Hi i i i
t t
However, such an extension does not seem to be particulary useful.
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